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any analysts and policymakers have been intrigued by the recently
observed low levels of long-term interest rates. Figure 1 charts the
actual and predicted levels of the nominal yield on ten-year U.S.
Treasury bonds over 1994Q1 to 2005Q1; the predicted values were generated
using the historical relationship that had existed between the long bond yield
and several of its macroeconomic determinants including long-term inﬂation
expectations, near-term outlook for the economy, and the stance of monetary
policy. Thepredictionerrorsarealsochartedthere. Asonecansee,forthepast
few years the actual long bond rate has remained consistently below what is
predicted using these standard economic determinants.1 Other analysts using
somewhatdifferenteconomicdeterminantshavecometothesameconclusion
that the long bond rate has recently been substantially lower than can be
explained by macroeconomic conditions.2
Inordertoexplaintherecentpuzzlingbehavioroflong-terminterestrates,
two alternative hypotheses have received prominent attention in the ﬁnancial
The author thanks Juan Carlos Hatchondo, Hubert Janicki, Roy Webb, and John Weinberg
for helpful comments. The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily
represent those of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond or the Federal Reserve System.
1As discussed fully later, the reduced-form long bond equation used to generate the predicted
values relate the long bond rate to long-term inﬂation expectations, near-term forecasts of real
growth and inﬂation, and the surprise component of change in the fed funds rate target, denoted
here as the baseline bond rate equation. This equation is estimated over 1984Q1 to 2004Q3 and
simulated dynamically over 1994Q1 to 2005Q1, conditional on actual values of macroeconomic
determinants and assuming the Fisher coefﬁcient is unity. The predicted values charted in Figure
1 are the simulated values.
2 See, for example, Warnock and Warnock (2005). Chairman Bernanke (2006) in his recent
testimony to the U.S. Congress also notes that long-term interest rates have remained relatively
low given recent strong real growth and rising short-term interest rates.
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is reﬂected in lower real and nominal bond yields.4 The other hypothesis
3 Some other hypotheses that have surfaced in the ﬁnancial press have not been considered
serious enough to warrant much attention. For example, one hypothesis involves the behavior of
pension funds. This hypothesis attributes the recent decline in the long bond rate to increased de-
mand for longer-term bond portfolios by pension funds and insurance companies that are needed to
replenish their underfunded retirement plans. However, these funding shortfalls are not considered
large enough to be able to explain the recent behavior of long-term interest rates. Another hypoth-
esis posits that the current low level of the long bond rate may be signaling economic weakness.
Most reduced-form interest rate models usually control for the inﬂuence of future real growth on
current bond yields, yet those models still cannot account for the recent low level of the long
bond rate.
4 See, for example, Greenspan (2005), Kim and Wright (2005), Dudley (2006), and Bernanke
(2006). Although several analysts attribute the low level of the long bond rate to lower bond
risk premiums, they differ with respect to reasons for the collapse in risk premiums. Chairman
Greenspan has focused on increased globalization and integration of ﬁnancial markets as sources of
the favorable inﬂation performance in many countries including the United States, whereas others
(for example, Dudley 2006) attribute the favorable inﬂation performance to monetary policy. In
contrast, Kim and Wright have emphasized the potential role of increased demand for U.S. TreasuryY. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 227
attributes recent declines in long-term interest rates to increases in purchases
of U.S. Treasury securities by foreign central banks.5
This article develops an empirical test of the ﬁrst hypothesis, using a
reduced-form interest rate equation that links the long bond rate directly to
macroeconomic variables, including an empirical proxy for inﬂation uncer-
tainty. I focus on the ﬁrst hypothesis for two reasons. First, despite the
popularity of the ﬁrst hypothesis in the ﬁnancial press, it has not yet been
formally investigated. In most previous research, the evidence in favor of
the ﬁrst hypothesis comes from the term structure model, indicating that term
premiums have declined and that part of this decline is attributed to a de-
cline in the inﬂation risk premium. This article, however, constructs a direct
empirical measure of inﬂation uncertainty and examines whether the recent
behaviorofthelongbondratecanbelinkedtotherecentreductionininﬂation
uncertainty. Second, some previous research has indicated that the empirical
evidence favoring the second hypothesis is fragile in the sense that the em-
pirical evidence—the long bond rate is inﬂuenced by direct foreign capital
inﬂows—is due to the most recent data.6 In view of these considerations, I
focus on the ﬁrst hypothesis, but I do examine the robustness of results with
respect to inclusion of foreign ofﬁcial purchases of U.S. Treasury securities
in the list of macroeconomic determinants.
It is widely understood that investors holding long-term U.S. Treasury
bonds bear an inﬂation risk, because actual inﬂation that is higher or lower
than what they forecasted when they bought bonds would make their holding
of bonds signiﬁcantly less or more valuable. Hence, if there is considerable
uncertainty about long-term inﬂation forecasts in the sense that the probabil-




term inﬂation forecasts, this article constructs an empirical proxy making two
identifying assumptions. The ﬁrst assumption is that uncertainty about long-
term inﬂation forecasts is positively correlated with uncertainty about short-
term inﬂation forecasts, so that when investors become more uncertain about
their short-term inﬂation forecasts, their uncertainty about long-term inﬂation
forecasts also increases. The second assumption is that uncertainty about
short-term inﬂation forecasts can be approximated by the mean squared error
securities relative to supply. The empirical work here focuses on domestic factors that might be
at the source of the favorable inﬂation performance.
5 See, for example, Wu (2005) and Warnock and Warnock (2005). Chairman Bernanke (2006)
has focused instead on increased capital inﬂows arising as a result of an excess of desired global
savings over the quantity of global investment opportunities that pay historically normal returns.
The examination of the global savings glut hypothesis is beyond the scope of this article.
6 See, for example, the evidence in Wu (2005) and Warnock and Warnock (2005).228 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
(MSE) of short-term inﬂation forecasts, so that uncertainty about short-term
inﬂation forecasts rises when the variance (in particular, the MSE) of ex-post
short-term inﬂation forecast errors increases. Given these two assumptions,
I examine the MSE of short-term inﬂation forecasts, using survey data on
private-sector GDP inﬂation expectations. In particular, the article creates a
time series on uncertainty about short-term inﬂation forecasts, using rolling
three-yearwindowsontheMSEofshort-terminﬂationforecastsover1984Q1
to 2004Q3.7
The resulting time series on uncertainty about short-term inﬂation fore-
casts has a clear downward trend over 1984 to 2004, which is consistent with
the downward trend in mean and variance of short-term inﬂation forecasts.
This trend suggests that reduction in short-term inﬂation uncertainty may re-
ﬂect the good inﬂation performance of the U.S. economy; namely, short-term





indicate the long bond rate is positively correlated with short-term inﬂation
uncertainty over the full sample period of 1984Q1 to 2004Q3, suggesting
that an increase in uncertainty about short-term inﬂation forecasts raises un-
certainty about long-term inﬂation forecasts and hence may account for the
presence of the inﬂation risk premium in the bond rate. However, the results
also indicate that the estimated coefﬁcient that measures the response of the
long bond rate to short-term inﬂation uncertainty has declined since 2001Q4,
implying that in recent years an increase in short-term inﬂation uncertainty is
associated with a small-to-negligible increase in uncertainty about long-term
inﬂation forecasts. In fact, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that
the inﬂation risk premium embedded in the long bond rate has disappeared,
thereby accounting in part for the current low level of the long bond rate.
As stated above, one of the identifying assumptions in the empirical work
here is that uncertainty about long-term inﬂation forecasts is positively corre-
lated with uncertainty about short-term inﬂation forecasts and that the magni-
tude of this positive correlation is stable over the sample period being studied.
However, the result above—the correlation of the long bond rate with short-
term inﬂation uncertainty has weakened in recent years—may be interpreted
tomeanthattheidentifyingassumptionmadeabovedoesnotholdforthecom-
plete sample period of 1984 to 2004; namely, while in the past an increase in
short-term inﬂation uncertainty may have increased uncertainty about long-
term inﬂation forecasts, it no longer does so. This development may be the
7 Tulip (2005) uses this approach to investigate whether output has become predictable, using
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consequence of increased Fed credibility. It is only recently that investors
have become more conﬁdent that the current low and stable short-term inﬂa-
tionwillcontinueinthelongrunsothatagivenincreaseinshort-terminﬂation
uncertainty now leads to a small-to-negligible increase in uncertainty about
long-term inﬂation forecasts, and hence investors demand lower inﬂation risk
premiums than before. This consequence of increased Fed credibility can be
seen in the fact that it is only recently that both short- and long-term inﬂa-
tion forecasts have become fully anchored, in contrast to the early part of the
sample period when they were not anchored.
The empirical work here that attributes the current low level of the long
bondratetoalowerinﬂationriskpremiumisrobusttotheinclusionofforeign
ofﬁcial capital inﬂows in the list of macroeconomic determinants of bond
yields. The results do indicate the long bond rate is negatively correlated
with this measure of foreign ofﬁcial capital inﬂows, however, this correlation
is marginally signiﬁcant and fragile, being absent in the period prior to the
recent episode of increased capital inﬂows. Together, these results favor the
hypothesis that attributes the recent low level of the long bond rate mostly to
lowering of inﬂation risk premiums.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 1, I examine
the behavior of uncertainty about short-term inﬂation forecasts, constructed
using private-sector, ex-post inﬂation forecast errors. Section 2 contains dis-
cussion of a reduced-form interest rate equation that relates the long bond
rate to macroeconomic variables. Section 3 presents empirical results, and
concluding remarks are in Section 4.
1. A PRELIMINARYANALYSIS: SOURCES OF DECLINE
IN UNCERTAINTYABOUT SHORT-TERM
INFLATION FORECASTS
As indicated at the outset, if there is considerable uncertainty about long-
term inﬂation forecasts, holders of long-term U.S. Treasury bonds bear an
inﬂationriskandhencelongbondyieldshaveembeddedintheminﬂationrisk
premiums. Since one does not have a direct empirical measure of uncertainty
about long-term inﬂation forecasts, the article proceeds under the assumption
thatuncertaintyaboutlong-terminﬂationforecastsispositivelycorrelatedwith
uncertainty about short-term forecasts. This section constructs the empirical
measure of uncertainty about short-term inﬂation forecasts and analyzes its
behavior over the sample period of 1984Q1 to 2004Q3.
Measuring Uncertainty about Short-Term
Inﬂation Forecasts
If inﬂation had been harder to forecast in the past, then it is likely to raise
uncertainty about agents’ current forecasts of expected future inﬂation rates.230 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
Given this basic idea, the article examines ex-post inﬂation forecast errors,
focusing on the MSE of one-to-four-quarters-ahead inﬂation forecasts. If the
MSE of inﬂation forecasts increases over time, then it is likely to raise the
variance of agents’ current forecasts of expected future inﬂation rates and
hence will lead to increased uncertainty about their mean inﬂation forecasts.
For inﬂation forecasts, I use private-sector GDP inﬂation forecasts from the
Philadelphia Fed’s Survey of Professional Forecasters (denoted hereafter as
SPF).8Iusesurveydatabecauserecentevidenceindicatesthatsurveysperform
much better than some standard reduced-form inﬂation forecasting models in
predictingfutureinﬂation.9 DespitetheevidenceinRomerandRomer(2004)




real-time data on actual inﬂation as in Romer and Romer (2004). I create time
series on the MSE of one-to-four-quarters-ahead inﬂation forecasts, using
rolling three-year windows over 1984Q1 to 2005Q3.10 This time series is an
empirical proxy measuring uncertainty about short-term inﬂation forecasts,
denoted hereafter as short-term inﬂation uncertainty.
Figure 2 charts the rolling MSE of contemporaneous, one-quarter- and
four-quarter-ahead inﬂation forecasts over 1984Q1 to 2004Q3.11 As can be
seen, the evidence of a decline in short-term inﬂation uncertainty is quite
clear, as the MSE of inﬂation forecasts has drifted down intermittently since
1984. In particular, focusing on the MSE of the four-quarter-ahead inﬂation
forecasts, short-term inﬂation uncertainty declined signiﬁcantly ﬁrst during
the latter half of the 1980s, increased somewhat in the ﬁrst half of the 1990s,
and then again drifted lower beginning in the late 1990s.
Low Inﬂation, Great Moderation, and Short-Term
Inﬂation Uncertainty
One plausible explanation of the decline observed in short-term inﬂation un-
certaintyover1984Q1to2005Q3isthegoodinﬂationperformanceoftheU.S.
economy due to Federal Reserve policy during this period. In particular, this
explanation posits that, under Chairman Volcker and Chairman Greenspan,
8 Ideally, one needs to examine the MSE of ten-year-ahead Consumer Price Index (CPI)
inﬂation forecasts. However, for the sample period 1984 to 2005Q3 studied here, it is not possible
to generate enough observations on the forecast error. Hence, I focus on the MSE of short-term
GDP inﬂation forecasts, assuming reduction in inﬂation uncertainty at short-term forecast horizons
will lead to reduction in uncertainty at the long-term forecast horizon.
9Ang, Bekaert, and Wei (2006).
10 I get qualitatively similar results using somewhat longer four-year rolling windows.
11 Because I use lead data in generating forecast errors, the sample period ends in 2004Q3.Y. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 231
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the Federal Reserve gradually had moved toward a policy framework that
places a heavy weight on the requirement that the central bank keep inﬂation
low and stable and hence the public’s expectations of inﬂation under control.
In addition, during this sample period the Fed has taken a number of steps
toward increased transparency meant to reduce the public’s uncertainty about
theFed’slong-terminﬂationobjective(Bernanke2003, 2004). Asaresult, in-
ﬂation has trended down and stabilized at low levels, thereby making inﬂation
more predictable and contributing to lower short-term inﬂation uncertainty.
Figure 3 provides a visual conﬁrmation of the hypothesis that decline in
short-term inﬂation uncertainty is related to good inﬂation performance of
the U.S. economy over 1984Q1 to 2005Q3. Focusing on the behavior of the
four-quarter-ahead actual inﬂation and its forecast, the top panel in Figure
3 charts the variance of actual future inﬂation and the MSE of its forecast,
calculatedasbeforeusingrollingthree-yearwindows. Themiddlepanelcharts
the rolling mean of inﬂation forecasts, whereas the bottom panel charts the232 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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rollingvarianceofGDPinﬂationforecasts. Thetopandmiddlepanelsindicate
that the series measuring the MSE of the inﬂation forecast has a downward
trend that is shared by the series measuring the mean forecast but not by the
series measuring the variance of actual inﬂation. This suggests that short-
term inﬂation uncertainty declined not because inﬂation was less volatile but
becauseinﬂationtrendeddown.12 Furthermore,thebottompanelindicatesthat
variance of the predictable component of inﬂation also declined signiﬁcantly
during this period, suggesting increased predictability of inﬂation. Figure 3
thus provides a visual conﬁrmation of the hypothesis that short-term inﬂation
12 The argument that, over the sample period 1984Q1 to 2005Q3, the series measuring the
variance of inﬂation does not depict a downward trend is not inconsistent with the evidence in
previous research that volatility of inﬂation (measured by the variance of inﬂation) observed in the
sample period since 1984 has been low relative to the one observed in the period before.Y. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 233
uncertainty declined because inﬂation both trended down and became more
predictable.13
Current Low Short-Term Inﬂation Uncertainty and
Anchoring of Long-Term Inﬂation Expectations
Figure 4 highlights another key feature of the recent favorable inﬂation per-
formance: the current low level of short-term inﬂation uncertainty has ac-
companied decline in volatility of long-term inﬂation expectations. The top
panel in Figure 4 plots the rolling MSE of four-quarter GDP inﬂation fore-
casts as before, and the other panel charts the rolling standard deviation of the
ten-year-ahead CPI expected inﬂation. As one can see, during the past few
years the standard deviation of the ten-year CPI inﬂation forecast has been
zero, suggesting the recent stabilization and anchoring of long-term inﬂation
expectations.
One simple explanation of this recent anchoring of long-term inﬂation
expectations is that the recent period of low short-term inﬂation uncertainty
has increased conﬁdence that inﬂation will remain low and stable in the long
run, which was absent before. This outcome may be the consequence of
increased Fed credibility that occurred near the end of the sample period.
During the early part of the sample period 1984 to 2005, though short-term
inﬂation uncertainty declined to lower levels, long-term inﬂation expectations
did not stabilize, reﬂecting the lack of Fed credibility. As one can see, during
the early part of this sample period, both short-term and long-term inﬂation
forecasts were not stabilized (see the bottom panel in Figure 3 and the lower
panel in Figure 4). One implication of this different behavior of long-term
inﬂation expectations is that the correlation of the long bond rate with short-
term inﬂation uncertainty is likely to be weaker near the end of the sample
period than it is during the early part, meaning a given rise in short-term
inﬂation uncertainty is unlikely to raise uncertainty about long-term inﬂation
forecasts as much as it did previously. This implication is conﬁrmed by the
empirical work in the following section, which attributes the recent decline
13As noted in Tulip (2005), the variance of actual future inﬂation is algebraically related to


















Variance = MSE + Predicted Variation + Covariance
where πt+4 is actual four-quarter-ahead inﬂation, f is the survey forecast, e is the forecast error,
and ¯ π is the sample mean. Hence, in the top panel, the distance between the line plotting variance
and the line plotting MSE equals the sum of the last two terms. If we ignore the last term, the
second term on the right-hand side of the equation above measures variance of the predictable
component of inﬂation. The bottom panel in Figure 3 has charted the second term.234 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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in the inﬂation risk premium to reduced sensitivity of the long bond rate to
uncertainty about long-term inﬂation forecasts.14
2. A REDUCED-FORM EMPIRICAL MODEL OF THE LONG
BOND RATE
In this section, I discuss a reduced-form empirical equation that links the
long bond rate to macroeconomic variables, including the empirical proxy for
short-term inﬂation uncertainty. I also describe the data used to estimate the
reduced-form equation.
14 Figure 4 indicates that, for most of the 1990s, short-term inﬂation uncertainty re-
mained low and stable, while long-term inﬂation expectations were stabilized. In order to
uncover the relationship between the long bond rate and inﬂation uncertainty, one needs a period
during which the potential explanatory variables, including the empirical measure of short-term in-
ﬂation uncertainty, have varied considerably, as was the case during the early part of the sample
period.Y. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 235
Long Run: The Fisher Equation
Thereduced-forminterestrateequationthatunderliestheempiricalworkhere
has two parts: a long-run and a short-run part. The long-run part, based on
the Fisher equation, relates the level of the bond rate to long-term inﬂation
expectations, risk premiums, and a risk-free long real rate, as in (1.3).
(1 − Tt)BRt = rrt + aππe
t; aπ = 1, (1.1)
rrt = rr∗ + arRPt + μt, (1.2)
BRt = (1/1 − Tt)[rr∗ + arRPt + aππe
t + μt]; aπ = 1, (1.3)
where BRis the long bond rate; Tt is the marginal tax rate on interest income
inperiodt; rrt istheafter-taxexpectedlongrealrate; rr∗ istheafter-tax, risk-
free expected long real rate; RP is a risk premium variable; π∗ is long-term
inﬂation expectations; and μ is the stationary disturbance term. Equation 1.1
is just the long-run Fisher equation that relates the after-tax long bond rate to
the expected long real rate and inﬂation expectations. Equation 1.2 says the
expected long real rate is mean stationary once we account for the presence
of risk premiums in bond yields. If we substitute (1.2) into (1.1), one gets
equation (1.3), which relates the level of the bond rate to long-term inﬂation
expectations, risk premiums, and a risk-free long real rate.
The coefﬁcient aπ is the after-tax Fisher coefﬁcient that measures the




loss of capital due to inﬂation and for the taxation of interest income. Hence,
inthepresenceofthetaxeffect, thebefore-taxFishercoefﬁcient(aπ/(1−Tt))
islikelytoexceedunity,itsexactmagnitudevaryingwiththemarginaltaxrate
on interest income.15 Furthermore, a signiﬁcant component of risk premiums
embedded in bond yields is likely to be inﬂation risk, arising as a result of
unpredictable movements in long-term expected inﬂation.
Short Run: Short-Run Changes in the Bond Rate are
Dominated by Changes in the Outlook for the
Economy and the Stance of Monetary Policy
The bond rate equation given in (1.3) is long run and is motivated using the
Fisher equation, in which the level of the long bond rate is related to the risk-
15 Tanzi (1980).236 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
adjusted expected long real rate and expected inﬂation. The expected long
real rate is, however, unobservable. Recent research that has expanded term
structuremodelsofbondyieldstoincludemacroeconomicfactorssuggestthat
changes in the expected long real rate reﬂect changes in expected future short
rates, which in turn are likely to be correlated with changes in the outlook for
theeconomyandchangesinthecurrentandfuturestanceofmonetarypolicy.16
Inordertocontrolforinﬂuencesofothermacroeconomicvariablesonthelong
bond rate, I consider the following short-run, error-correction speciﬁcation of
the bond rate equation (Mehra 1984, 1994):









f2rh  ˙ P e
t+h + f3ru FFRt − fecμt−1 + εt,




ofrealgrowth,  ˙ P e
t+h ischangeintheh-quarter-aheadforecastoftheinﬂation
rate, and u FFR is the surprise component of the change in the federal
funds rate. Equation 2 relates short-run changes in the after-tax bond rate
to three sets of economic variables: the ﬁrst set contains ﬁrst differences of
economicvariablesthatenterthelong-runFisherequationhere( RPt, πe
t);
the second set contains variables measuring changes in the outlook for the
economy and stance of monetary policy ( ˙ ye
t+h,   ˙ P e
t+h, u FFRt); and the
third set contains only a lagged error-correction variable ( μt−1), measured as
a gap between the actual level of the long rate and the level consistent with the
long bond equation. The coefﬁcient on the error-correction variable in (2) is
hypothesized to be negative, meaning the bond rate declines if in the previous
period the actual bond rate was high relative to the level consistent with its
long-run determinants speciﬁed in (1.3).
Intheempiricalbondequation(2),changesintheoutlookfortheeconomy
aremeasuredaschangesinprivate-sectorforecastsofrealgrowthandinﬂation.
The expected signs of coefﬁcients that appear on changes in anticipated real
16 The reduced-form empirical bond rate equation estimated here is in spirit based on the
recent empirical work that links bond yield dynamics to macroeconomic variables. To explain it
further, as in ﬁnance literature, bond yields are modeled as risk-adjusted averages of expected
future short rates. Expectations of future short rates, however, depend in part on expectations of
future macroeconomic variables, which are generated using either a structural or a VAR model
of the economy. This methodology thus relates bond yield dynamics to macroeconomic variables.
See Clouse (2004) and Hordahl, Tristani, and Vestin (2006) for an empirical illustration of this
joint econometric modeling of macroeconomic and term-structure dynamics and Diebold, Piazzesi,
and Rudebusch (2005) for a summary of this literature.Y. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 237
growth and inﬂation variables in (2) are positive, suggesting that accelerated
future real growth or inﬂation is likely to lead to higher future short real rates
and hence to a higher long real rate. The positive correlation between the long
real rate and higher anticipated real growth or inﬂation may arise as a result of
“lean-against-the-winds” monetary policy strategy; namely, the private sector
expects the Federal Reserve to raise the funds rate target when real growth or
inﬂation is anticipated to accelerate, leading to higher future short real rates.
The impact of monetary policy actions on the expected long real rate is
captured by the “surprise” component of changes in the funds rate target. Re-
cent research indicates that bond yields respond to this surprise component
and that the nature of the yield curve response depends crucially on the in-
terpretation of market participants’ reasons behind the policy move. If the
policy move is interpreted to reveal “new” information about the outlook for
inﬂation and real growth, interest rates of all maturities, including the long
end, move in the same direction as the funds rate target. If, on the other hand,
market participants view the policy move as driven by changes in the central
bank’s preferences (such as a shift to a more inﬂation-averse policy), long
and short rates move in opposite directions (Ellingsen and Soderstrom 2001,
2004; Gurkaynak, Sack, and Swanson 2005). Thus, this literature suggests
that the response of the long bond rate to policy is time varying, and the bond
rate may actually fall if bond market participants interpret policy tightening
as resulting in lower inﬂation in the long run.
Combining Long- and Short-Run Parts
Equation (2) is the short-term bond equation that relates changes in the bond
rateto(a)“changes”intheprivate-sectoroutlookforrealgrowthandinﬂation;
(b) the surprise component of changes in the funds rate target; (c) changes in
long-term inﬂation expectations and risk premiums; and (d) the lagged value
of an error-correction variable, measuring discrepancies between the actual
levelofthebondrateandthelevelconsistentwiththelong-runFisherequation
(1.3). If we substitute the expression for the error-correction variable into (2),
we get a reduced-form long bond equation as in (3).
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f2rh  ˙ P e
t+h
+f3ru FFRt − fec(1 − Tt−1)BRt−1 + fecarRPt−1 + fecaππe
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where δ0 = f0 + fecrr∗ .
Three key features of the short-term bond equation (3) need to be highlighted.
The ﬁrst is the equation relates changes in the bond rate to changes and levels
of some macro variables, in particular long-term inﬂation expectations. As
a result, it is possible to recover estimates of the coefﬁcients of the long-




t−1) divided by the absolute value of the estimated coefﬁcient (fec)o nt h e
lagged bond rate (BRt−1).17 The second feature to highlight is that the short-
run response of the long bond rate to macroeconomic variables is likely to
vary over time, as the marginal tax rate on interest income is not constant over
time. Thethirdfeaturetonoteisthatinasteadystatewheretheprivatesector’s
near-termrealgrowthandinﬂationexpectationsarestabilizedandwherethere
are no monetary policy surprises, the long bond rate will converge to the level
determined by the Fisher equation.18
Estimating the Bond Rate Equation:
Description of the Data
The long bond equation (3) is estimated using quarterly data over 1984Q1
to 2005Q3. The long bond rate (BR) is the nominal yield on ten-year U.S.
Treasury bonds observed in the third month of the quarter. The measure of
monetarypolicyisthefundsrateobservedinthethirdmonthofthequarter. The
survey forecast of the ten-year-ahead CPI expected inﬂation rate (π10
t ) is used
as a proxy for long-term inﬂation expectations. The private-sector outlook for
the economy is measured by the Survey of Professional Forecasters’ (SPF)
near-term forecasts of real growth and inﬂation, currently conducted by the
Philadelphia Fed and released by the end of the second month of the quarter.
Inﬂation uncertainty is measured by the series on inﬂation unpredictability,
discussed in the previous section. The tax rates used are from the series on the
(average) marginal tax rate on interest income given in the NBER’s TAXSIM
model.19
In some previous research, the surprise component of the change in the
funds rate has been calculated using data from the fed funds futures market
(Kuttner 2001). I, however, follow the strategy in Romer and Romer (2004)
17 Estimate of the constant term in the long Fisher equation is not identiﬁed.
18 To be speciﬁc, consider a steady state in which coefﬁcients in (3) assume values given
below: f rp = f π = f1rs = f2rs = f3r = arp = 0,f ec = 1, then the long bond rate equals the
risk-free long expected real rate and expected inﬂation.
19 See Feenberg and Coutts (1993) for more details. The tax series used is the one that
measures the federal marginal tax rates on interest income.Y. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 239
and construct a different measure of monetary policy surprise. Romer and
Romer develop a measure of policy shocks by removing the component of
changes in the funds rate target that are due to past and anticipated develop-
mentsintheeconomy, andtheycapturetheeffectofanticipateddevelopments
on the funds rate target using Greenbook forecasts of real growth and inﬂa-
tion. So, Romer and Romer’s measure of policy shocks is free of movements
anticipated by the Federal Reserve.
However, what one needs here is a measure of policy shocks that are free
of movements anticipated by bond market participants. Hence, I purge the
fundsratetargetofanticipatedmovementsbyusingprivate-sectorforecastsof
realgrowthandinﬂation. Inparticular,Ipurgetheendogenousandanticipated
movements in the funds rate by running the following regression.
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α6s Pt−s + α7FFRt−1 + u FFRt,
whereFFR istheactualfundsrate,y isactualrealgrowth,p isactualinﬂation
rate, u FFR istheresidual, andtherestofthevariablesaredeﬁnedasbefore.
The residual u FFR from the estimated regression (4) is the measure of
the surprise component of changes in the funds rate target. Since the funds
rate target is the average value of the actual funds rate observed in the third
month of the quarter, the regression (4) provides estimates of changes in the
fundsrateanticipatedbasedonthelatestinformationavailabletobondmarket
participants.
The funds rate equation (4) is estimated over 1983Q1 to 2005Q3 and is
reproduced below:























 yt−1 + .10
(2.2)
 Pt−s − .06
(1.9)
FFRt−1 + u FFRt
Adjusted R2 = .44,
where all variables are deﬁned as before. As one can see, changes in the
funds rate target are signiﬁcantly correlated with changes in forecasts of GDP
inﬂation, besides being correlated with changes in lagged inﬂation and real
growth. Changes in the funds rate target are also correlated with forecast
levels of GDP inﬂation and real growth. In the empirical work here, the240 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
residual from the estimated funds rate equation (5) is used as a proxy for the
surprise component of change in the funds rate target.20
Asindicatedabove,thebondequation(3)allowsforthepresenceofthetax
effect. Hence, the equation is estimated using data observations on variables
that have been pre-multiplied by the time-varying tax series (1/(1 − Tt)).21
The bond rate equation is estimated by ordinary least squares.
3. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
This section discusses estimates of the bond equation (3) over 1984Q1 to
2004Q3. In order to examine robustness of results, I also estimate the bond
equationoverashortersampleperiod,1984Q1to2000Q4,excludingobserva-
tionspertainingtothemostrecentsub-periodoflowbondyieldsandincreased
foreign ofﬁcial inﬂows into U.S. Treasury securities.
Estimates of the Bond Rate Equation:
With and Without Inﬂation Uncertainty
Table 1 contains estimates of the bond rate equation (3) over two sample pe-
riods, 1984Q1 to 2000Q4 and 1984Q1 to 2004Q3. The columns labeled (1.1)
and(1.2)containestimatesofwhatisdenotedhereafterasthe“baseline”bond




2000Q4, theysuggestthefollowingobservations. First, short-termchangesin
the bond rate are signiﬁcantly correlated with changes in long-term inﬂation
expectations and the short-term outlook for real growth and GDP inﬂation.
The estimated coefﬁcients that appear on these macroeconomic variables are
statistically signiﬁcant and correctly signed, indicating that accelerations in
long-term expected inﬂation and short-term forecasts of real growth and in-
ﬂation are associated with a higher bond rate.
Second, the long bond rate is positively correlated with the surprise com-
ponent of the change in the funds rate, suggesting that policy tightening is
associated with a rising bond rate. The estimated coefﬁcient on policy sur-
prises has a positive sign, suggesting that on average policy surprises have
conveyed new information about the state of the economy.
20 The ﬁrst four estimated autocorrelation coefﬁcients of the monetary policy surprise series
are .20, .15, .06, and .02, which are insigniﬁcantly different from zero, suggesting that time series
in fact do measure policy surprises.
21 See Tanzi (1980) and Mehra (1984) for details.Y. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 241
Table 1 Estimates of the Bond Rate Equation
Dependent Variable:  BRt
Sample Period Ending in
Independent (1.1) (1.2) (2.1) (2.2) (3.1) (3.2)
Variables 2000Q4 2004Q3 2000Q4 2004Q3 2004Q3 2004Q3
const.
BRt−1 -.18 (2.6) -.21 (3.2) -.24 (3.4) -.25 (3.8) -.30 (4.4) -.27 (4.3)
π10
t−1 .28 (2.6) .32 (3.0) .23 (2.3) .26 (2.5) .27 (2.6) .27 (4.3)
RPt−1 .09 (2.4) .09 (2.3) .10 (2.8) .10 (3.5)
DU ∗ RPt−1 -.34 (2.2) -.10 (3.5)
 π10
t .28 (1.9) .30 (2.1) .23 (1.6) .24 (1.7) .27 (1.7) .24 (1.8)
 ye
t+s .24 (1.8) .18 (1.6) .25 (1.9) .18 (1.7) .22 (2.1) .20 (1.9)
  ˙ Pe
t+s .45 (2.3) .41 (2.2) .48 (2.5) .43 (2.4) .45 (2.5) .44 (2.5)
u FFRt .28 (2.4) .19 (1.8) .27 (2.4) .20 (2.0) .16 (1.6) .19 (1.9)
aπ 1.57 1.54 1.0 1.0 .92 1.0
ar .39 .35 .35; 0.0a
R2 .25 .20 .31 .25 .28 .28
SER .530 .537 .509 .522 .509 .510
Notes: The reported coefﬁcients (with t-values in parenthesis) are from the bond rate
equation (4) of the text estimated over the sample period that begins in 1984Q1 but
ends as indicated above. BR is the ten-year bond rate, π10 is the ten-year-ahead survey
inﬂation forecast, RP is an inﬂation risk variable measured as the MSE of forecast errors,
 ye
t+s is the average of zero-to-four-quarter-ahead (survey) real growth forecasts,   ˙ Pe
t+s
is the average of zero-to-four-quarter-ahead (survey) GDP inﬂation forecasts, u FFRt is
the surprise component of change in the funds rate, DU is a dummy variable deﬁned as
unity over 2001Q4 to 2005Q3 and zero otherwise, R2 is adjusted-R squared, and SER
is the standard error of estimate. aπ is the long-term after-tax coefﬁcient on ten-year
expected inﬂation (Fisher coefﬁcient) and ar is the long-term coefﬁcient on the inﬂation-
related risk variable. All equations are estimated by ordinary least squares, using time







Fisher coefﬁcient may be biased upward, capturing in part the inﬂation risk
premium embedded in the long bond yield.22
Finally,theabove-notedthreeobservationsabouttherelationshipbetween
the long bond rate and macroeconomic variables continue to hold if we con-
22 The sign of bias in the estimated Fisher coefﬁcient is positive because inﬂation risk, which
is omitted from the regression, is likely to be positively correlated with the level of expected
inﬂation; namely, inﬂation uncertainty is large if expected inﬂation is high and variable.242 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
sider estimates of the baseline equation over the full sample period given in
the column labeled (1.2).
The columns labeled (2.1) and (2.2) in Table 1 contain estimates of the
baseline equation augmented to include the empirical measure of short-term
inﬂationuncertainty. Threeresultsneedtobehighlighted. Theﬁrstoneisthat
thelongbondrateispositivelycorrelatedwithshort-terminﬂationuncertainty,
as the estimated coefﬁcient on the pertinent variable is positive and statisti-
cally different from zero.23 The estimated coefﬁcient on short-term inﬂation
uncertaintyhasapositivesign,suggestingthatanincreaseinuncertaintyabout
short-terminﬂationforecastsraisesuncertaintyaboutlong-terminﬂationfore-
casts and hence may account for the presence of the inﬂation risk premium
in the bond rate. The second result to note is that estimates of coefﬁcients
on other macroeconomic variables remain mostly unaffected when the bond
equationisestimatedcontrollingfortheinﬂuenceofinﬂationuncertainty,with
the exception of the coefﬁcient that appears on the lagged level of inﬂationary
expectations (compare estimates across columns labeled [1.1] through [2.2]).
The estimated after-tax Fisher coefﬁcient is now close to unity (the p-value of
the null hypothesis thataπ = 1 is .90, leading to the acceptance of the hypoth-
esis), suggesting that failure to control for the presence of the inﬂation risk
premium yields an unduly large estimate of the Fisher coefﬁcient. Finally, the
resultsappearrobustacrosstwosampleperiodsconsideredhere. Inparticular,
the estimated coefﬁcient on short-term inﬂation uncertainty remains positive
and statistically signiﬁcant in both sample periods, suggesting the result that
inﬂation uncertainty matters in determining the long bond yield is not due to
the most recent data.
Testing Stability of the Bond Rate Equation:
Disappearance of the Inﬂation Risk Premium
Even though estimates of the baseline equation augmented with inﬂation un-
certainty as reported in Table 1 appear similar across two sample periods, I
now formally test parameter stability of the bond equation. As discussed ear-
lier, one popular explanation of the current low level of the bond rate is that
bond market participants are now demanding lower inﬂation risk premiums
than before. Figures 2 and 3 indicate that uncertainty about short-term in-
ﬂation forecasts declined steeply during the early part of the sample period
1984Q1 to 2004Q3 and so did variances of both GDP and long-term CPI
inﬂation forecasts. However, during the early part, both short-term inﬂation
23 The preliminary empirical work indicated that the long bond rate is positively correlated
with the lagged level of the empirical measure of inﬂation uncertainty. First differences of this
variable do not enter the bond equation. Together these results imply that inﬂation uncertainty
enters the long-run part of the bond equation.Y. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 243
uncertainty and variances of both GDP and long-term CPI inﬂation forecasts
remained fairly high, meaning uncertainty about long-term inﬂation forecasts
remained high and long-term inﬂation expectations remained highly variable.
Since then, short-term inﬂation uncertainty has declined, although modestly,
and this modest decline in short-term inﬂation uncertainty has been accom-
panied by a signiﬁcant reduction in the volatility of inﬂation expectations.
In particular, the standard deviation of the ten-year-ahead CPI expected in-
ﬂation has hovered around zero during the past few years, suggesting that
market participants expect inﬂation to remain low and stable in the long run
(see Figure 4). These considerations suggest that correlation of the long bond
rate with short-term inﬂation uncertainty, which is a proxy for its correlation
with uncertainty about long-term inﬂation forecasts, may not be stable over
the sample period, 1984Q1 to 2004Q3. In particular, the coefﬁcient ar that
measures the long-term response of the bond rate to short-term inﬂation un-
certainty may have declined in recent years, because an increase in short-term
inﬂation uncertainty may not raise uncertainty about long-term inﬂation fore-
casts as much as it did previously. Hence, I formally test parameter stability,
using the Chow test with the break date treated as unknown over 1994Q1 to
2002Q4.
Figure5plotsp-valuesofaChowtestforstabilityofdifferentcoefﬁcients
in the augmented bond equation as a function of the break date over 1994Q1
to 2002Q4. Panel A in Figure 5 plots the p-value of a Chow test where the
null hypothesis is that all coefﬁcients of the long bond rate equation are stable
against the alternative that they have changed at the given date; panel B plots
the p-value for stability of coefﬁcients in the long-run part (coefﬁcients on
the constant term, inﬂation uncertainty, and long-term inﬂation expectations);
and panel C plots the p-value for stability of coefﬁcients in the short-run
part (coefﬁcients on changes in anticipated real growth and inﬂation and the
surprisecomponentofthechangeinthefundsrate). Thedashedlineindicates
a p-value of .05. In Figure 5, one main observation is that there is evidence of
parameterinstabilityonlyinthelong-runpartofthebondequation,suggesting
that coefﬁcients that appear on inﬂation uncertainty and long-term inﬂation
expectations have changed, with the break date being 2001Q4. I assume
the after-tax Fisher coefﬁcient aπ has not changed and equals unity, because
bond investors must be compensated for expected inﬂation even if they expect
inﬂation to remain low and stable forever. Hence, I capture the break in the
long-run part of the equation by allowing a different coefﬁcient on short-term
inﬂation uncertainty, because bond market participants may demand a lower
inﬂation risk premium if they expect inﬂation to remain low and stable in the
long run.24
24 The alternative—that investors would not want to be compensated for expected inﬂation—is
not reasonable.244 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
































Columns (3.1) and (3.2) inTable 1 present the estimated augmented bond
equation that allows for the presence of a break in the coefﬁcient on inﬂation
uncertainty, captured here by including a dummy variable interacting with
lagged inﬂation uncertainty. Column (3.1) contains unrestricted estimates,
whereas column (3.2) contains estimates under the restrictions that the after-
taxFishercoefﬁcientaπ isunityandthatthecoefﬁcientoninﬂationuncertainty
is positive before 2001Q4 but zero thereafter. The p-value for the null hypoth-
esis that the Fisher coefﬁcient aπ equals unity and the risk coefﬁcient ar is
zerois.28, whichislarge, leadingtotheacceptanceofthenull. Asshown, the
estimated coefﬁcient on the slope dummy variable is negative and statistically
different from zero, suggesting that the long bond rate has become less sen-
sitive to inﬂation uncertainty in recent years. In fact, estimates are consistent
with the disappearance of the inﬂation risk premium in the long bond rate. In
thepre-breakperiodof1984Q1to2001Q3,theaverageinﬂationriskpremiumY. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 245
is estimated to be about .98 of a percentage point, whereas, in the post-break
period, the average risk premium is zero.25
AnAlternative Test of Lower Inﬂation Risk
Premiums: Testing for a Shift in the Fisher Coefﬁcient
The key result here is that the long bond rate is no longer correlated with the
empirical measure of short-term inﬂation uncertainty, indicating the disap-
pearanceofinﬂationriskpremiumsfrombondyields. Buttheaforementioned
result is derived using the bond rate equation in which inﬂation uncertainty
is measured by the MSE of short-to-medium-term GDP inﬂation forecasts. I
now consider an alternative test of the hypothesis that inﬂation risk premiums
have declined, using only the baseline bond equation. The basic idea behind
the test is that if the bond rate equation is estimated without including a direct
empirical measure of inﬂation uncertainty, then the estimated after-tax Fisher
coefﬁcient is likely to be above unity, because bond market participants must
be compensated for inﬂation as well as for inﬂation-related risk. Hence the
hypothesis inﬂation risk premiums that have declined can be tested by ex-
amining the temporal stability of the after-tax Fisher coefﬁcient. Under the
null hypothesis that inﬂation risk premiums have disappeared in recent years,




see, the estimated after-tax Fisher coefﬁcient is 1.5, far above unity, reﬂecting
in part the presence of inﬂation-related risk premiums. Figure 6, which is
similar to Figure 5, re-examines parameter stability of the baseline equation
and plots p-values of a Chow test for stability of different coefﬁcients as a
function of the break date over 1994Q1 to 2002Q4. As can be seen, there is
evidence of parameter instability not in the short-run part but in the long-run
part of the bond rate equation, suggesting that the coefﬁcient on long-term
expected inﬂation has changed, with the break date being 2001Q4. Given
such evidence of instability, I re-estimate the bond equation over 1984Q1 to
2004Q3, allowing the presence of a different Fisher coefﬁcient since 2001Q4
and using a slope dummy. The estimated baseline bond equation is reported
25 The magnitude of the inﬂation-related risk premium at time t is simply the long-term
coefﬁcient on inﬂation uncertainty times period t value of the time series measuring inﬂation
uncertainty. In the pre-break period, the long-term coefﬁcient on inﬂation uncertainty is .35 and
the sample mean of the MSE of the four-quarter-ahead inﬂation forecast is 2.8 percentage points,
suggesting that the average inﬂation risk premium over 1984Q1 to 2001Q4 is about 98 basis points.
In the post-break period, however, the long-term coefﬁcient on inﬂation uncertainty is not different
from zero, suggesting that the inﬂation risk premium has disappeared.246 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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Fisher Coefﬁcient: aπ = 1.42(Pre-break)Adjusted R2 = .22 SER = .526
=1.00(Post-break),
where DU is a dummy variable deﬁned as unity over 2001Q4–2005Q1 and
zero otherwise and where other variables are deﬁned as before (see Table
1). As shown, the estimated after-tax Fisher coefﬁcient is now unity and is
consistent with the reduced magnitude of the inﬂation risk premium. Since
the bond rate equation is estimated in ﬁrst difference form, this reduction in
the magnitude of the Fisher coefﬁcient will result in reducing the level of theY. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 247
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long real rate associated with long-term inﬂation expectations. The survey
forecast of the ten-year-ahead CPI inﬂation rate has hovered around a narrow
2 percent to 2.5 percent range in recent years. Given that the magnitude of the
Fisher coefﬁcient declined by about 40 basis points, the reduction in after-tax
real and nominal bond yields that can be attributed to reduction in inﬂation-
related risk premiums may range between .8 of a percentage point to about
1.1 percentage points.
Predicting the Recent Low Level of
the Long Bond Rate
I now present evidence that the bond equation that allows for the presence of a
downwardshiftintheFishercoefﬁcientasinequation(6)isconsistentwiththe
actual behavior of the long bond rate in recent years. In particular, I estimate
the bond equation (6) over 1984Q1 to 2004Q3 and simulate it dynamically
over 1994Q1 to 2004Q3. Figure 7 charts the simulated values generated
using actual values of right-hand-side explanatory variables. Actual values
of the bond rate and the forecast errors are also charted there. This ﬁgure
suggests two observations. First, this equation predicts reasonably well the248 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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actual path of the bond rate over 1994Q1 to 2004Q3. The mean prediction
error is small and equals .20, and the root mean squared error is one-half of a
percentage point. Second, during the past two-and-a-half years, the ten-year
bond rate has hovered around 4 percent, and this behavior of the bond rate
seems consistent with economic fundamentals, once we allow for a break in
the Fisher coefﬁcient.
Robustness: Assessing the Potential Role of Increased
Foreign Purchases of U.S. Treasury Securities
As indicated at the beginning, another popular explanation of the current low
leveloflong-terminterestratesisthatincreasedpurchasesofU.S.Treasuryse-
curitiesbyforeignindividualsandforeigncentralbanksmayhavecontributed
to the recent declines in long bond rates. Figure 8 charts foreign ofﬁcial net
purchases of U.S. securities (summed over four quarters) as a percentage of
lagged U.S. GDP, and this chart clearly indicates a signiﬁcant increase in
foreign ofﬁcial net purchases during the past few years.
One preliminary test of the above-noted explanation is to augment the
baselinebondequation(4)toincludetheleveland/orchangeinforeignofﬁcialY. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 249
Table 2 Estimates of the Bond Rate Equation, Including Foreign
Ofﬁcial Holdings of U.S. Treasury Securities
Dependent Variable:  BRt
Sample Period Ending in
Independent (4.1) (4.2) (5.1) (5.2)
Variables 2000Q4 2004Q3 2000Q4 2004Q3
const.
BRt−1 -.19 (2.6) -.22 (3.4) -.25 (3.3) -.27 (3.9)
π10
t−1 .29 (2.5) .34 (3.1) .22 (1.9) .28 (2.5)
RPt−1 .10 (2.6) .09 (2.4)
rkt−1 .03 (0.2) -.01 (0.1) .10 (0.8) .02 (0.2)
 rkt -.20 (1.0) -.28 (1.6)* -.18 (0.9) -.30 (1.8)*
 π10
t .30 (2.0) .33 (2.2) .24 (1.7) .28 (1.9)
 ye
t+s .20 (1.5) .14 (1.3) .20 (1.6) .15 (1.4)
  ˙ Pe
t+s .42 (2.0) .37 (1.9) .41 (2.1) .38 (2.1)
u FFRt .26 (2.2) .17 (1.6) .24 (2.1) .18 (1.7)
aπ 1.53 1.50 .90 1.0
ar .41 .35
R2 .25 .21 .31 .26
SER .533 .535 .508 .517
Notes: rk is foreign ofﬁcial holdings of U.S. Treasury securities, expressed as a propor-
tion of lagged GDP; other variables are deﬁned as in Table 1. See notes in Table 1.
* signiﬁcant at the .10 level.
purchases and examine whether the long bond rate is negatively correlated
with foreign ofﬁcial inﬂows over 1984Q1 to 2004Q3. In order to determine
whetherresultsareduetothemostrecentlargeforeigninﬂows, Ialsoestimate
the bond equation over a shorter sample period, 1984Q1 to 2000Q4.
Table 2 presents estimates of the augmented baseline bond equations over
two sample periods. The columns labeled (4.1) and (4.2) present estimates
of the baseline equation augmented to include foreign ofﬁcial capital inﬂows,
whereas the columns labeled (5.1) and (5.2) contain estimates of the baseline
equationaugmentedtoincludebothforeigninﬂowsandtheempiricalmeasure
of inﬂation uncertainty. If we focus on estimates from the baseline equation
with foreign inﬂows over the shorter sample period 1984Q1 to 2000Q4, they
suggest the long bond rate is not signiﬁcantly correlated with foreign ofﬁcial
inﬂows. The estimated coefﬁcients that appear on empirical measures of for-
eign inﬂows are not statistically different from zero (the p-value for the null
hypothesis—coefﬁcients on the level and change in foreign ofﬁcial inﬂows
are zero—is .45, which is large and leads to the acceptance of the null hypoth-
esis). The result that the long bond rate is not correlated with foreign capital
inﬂows continues to hold if we augment the baseline equation to include both
capital inﬂows and the empirical measure of inﬂation uncertainty. As can be250 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
seen, the estimated coefﬁcient on foreign ofﬁcial inﬂows remains statistically
insigniﬁcant, whereas the estimated coefﬁcient on inﬂation uncertainty is cor-
rectlysignedandstatisticallysigniﬁcant(comparecoefﬁcientsacrosscolumns
labeled [4.1] and [5.1] in Table 2).
If we consider estimates of the augmented baseline equations over the
full sample period that spans the recent period of large foreign inﬂows, the
resultsaremixed. Theestimatedcoefﬁcientthatappearsonthelevelofforeign
inﬂows is still not statistically different from zero. However, the estimated
coefﬁcient that appears on the variable measuring change in foreign inﬂows
turns negative and is marginally signiﬁcant, suggesting part of the decline
observed in the long bond rate in recent years may be due to increased foreign
purchases (see the coefﬁcient on foreign capital inﬂows in columns labeled
[4.2]and[5.2]inTable2). Buttheseresultsalsoimplythatnegativecorrelation
betweenchangesinthelongbondrateandchangesinforeignofﬁcialpurchases
found in the full sample period are mainly attributed to the most recent period
and hence are not indicative of the presence of a consistent relation between
bondyieldsandincreasedforeignpurchasesofU.S.Treasurysecurities. Thus,
the hypothesis that the current low level of the long bond rate is in part due




inﬂation risk premiums have declined. This explanation posits that, as a result
of the good inﬂation performance of the U.S. economy and increased conﬁ-
dencethattheFederalReservewillkeepinﬂationlowandstable, investorsare
now demanding lower inﬂation risk premiums than before. This lowering of
inﬂation risk premiums is reﬂected in lower real and nominal yields on bonds.
This article develops an empirical test of the aforementioned explanation.
Sincewedonothaveadirectempiricalmeasureofuncertaintyaboutlong-
terminﬂationforecasts,thearticledevelopsanempiricalproxyforuncertainty
about short-term inﬂation forecasts, assuming uncertainty about long-term
inﬂation forecasts is positively correlated with uncertainty about short-term
ones. Another assumption is that if inﬂation had been harder to forecast
in the past, it would raise the variance of current forecasts of expected future
26 The evidence in previous research on the role of foreign ofﬁcial purchases of U.S. Treasury
securities in explaining the current low level of the long bond rate is also mixed. Wu (2005)
reports evidence indicating the long bond rate is not at all correlated with foreign ofﬁcial purchases.
Warnock and Warnock (2005) report mixed evidence; they also ﬁnd the estimated coefﬁcient on
the foreign ofﬁcial capital inﬂows in their reduced-form interest rate equation is not statistically
different from zero over the estimation period that excludes the surge in inﬂows of the past few
years.Y. P. Mehra: Inﬂation Uncertainty 251
inﬂationrates,leadingtoincreaseduncertaintyaboutfutureexpectedinﬂation.
Given these basic assumptions, the article examines the MSE of short-to-
medium-term inﬂation forecasts, using survey data on private-sector GDP
inﬂation expectations. In particular, the article creates a time series on the
MSE of short-term inﬂation forecasts, using rolling three-year windows over
1984Q1 to 2004Q3. This time series can be viewed as measuring uncertainty
about short-term inﬂation forecasts and hence may provide information on
uncertainty about long-term inﬂation forecasts. The time series measuring
uncertainty about short-term inﬂation forecasts has a downward trend that
appears to be consistent with the downward trend in mean and variance of
forecast inﬂation, suggesting inﬂation uncertainty declined over this period
because inﬂation both steadily declined and became more predictable.
The results indicate the long bond rate is positively correlated with the
empirical measure of short-term inﬂation uncertainty over the full sample pe-
riod 1984Q1 to 2004Q3, which suggests that an increase in uncertainty about
short-to-medium-term inﬂation forecasts raises uncertainty about long-term
inﬂation forecasts and hence may account for the presence of the inﬂation risk
premiuminthebondrate. However,theresultsalsoindicatethattheestimated
coefﬁcientthatmeasurestheresponseofthelongbondratetoshort-terminﬂa-
tion uncertainty has declined since 2001Q4, implying that an increase in un-
certainty about short-term inﬂation forecasts has not raised uncertainty about
long-term inﬂation forecasts as much as it did previously. In fact, the results
are consistent with the hypothesis that the inﬂation risk premium embedded
in the long bond rate has disappeared, thereby explaining the current low level
of the long bond rate.
Another competing explanation of the recent low level of the long bond
rateisincreasedpurchasesofU.S.Treasurysecuritiesbyforeigncentralbanks,
which may have contributed to reducing nominal yields on long-term bonds.
The empirical work here indicates the long bond rate is in fact negatively
correlated with foreign capital inﬂows over the full sample period. However,
thisnegativecorrelationbetweenthelongbondrateandforeignofﬁcialinﬂows
found in the data is marginally signiﬁcant and fragile, arising mainly as a
result of most recent capital inﬂows and hence may not be indicative of the
presence of a consistent relation between foreign capital inﬂows and bond
yields. Hence, the second hypothesis must be considered tentative. Together,
these results by far favor the explanation that attributes the recent low level of
the long bond rate mostly to the reduction in inﬂation uncertainty.252 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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